
 

 

If your little one loves to explore the world around them while asking tons of insightful questions to gain more 

knowledge, then the new kits from The Young Scientists Club may be a perfect holiday gift from them! I 

recently were able to review their Clifford the Big Red Dog Kitchen Science Kit, which is geared towards 

kids three year old and up. I knew this would be a great kit for my son, because he has hit the “WHY?” stage 

head on! 

  

There are two other sets featuring Clifford: Bubble Science and Rainbow Science. Since the Kitchen Science kit 

contained a volcano that kids can make, it was easy to choose the right one for my son. Back in the summer, the 

youth group made a larger volcano during vacation bible school, and Sawyer was VERY intrigued. Though it’s 

one a smaller scale, I knew he would be excited to do the same thing at home. 

Because these kits are geared to such a young age, they are a perfect way to present science to preschoolers. The 

hands-on activities may be one of the first ways that a child of that age would engage in a science “experiment”. 

The Kitchen Science Kit comes in a storage box with a handle so you can keep the items safe between 

activities. A booklet just inside the case features the different adventures your child will go on while using this 

kit with adult supervision. 

Most of the items are already included, though some household items (baking soda, vinegar, etc) will need to be 

obtained before you can do the activities. Along with a volcano, kids also get to make crystal art and slime, 

learn about fungus, and more! 

Connect with The Young Scientists Club and find out by their other kids for older children. 
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